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Abstract

Objectives: Studies that investigate the accuracy and
precision of M-protein quantification are scarce. These
studies are prone to give a biased view, since they are
exclusively performed by institutions with international
top-expertise on M-protein diagnostics. To obtain a
realistic impression of the accuracy and precision of
M-protein quantification, we studied results of 73 labo-
ratories participating in the Dutch External Quality
Assessment (EQA) program for M-protein diagnostics.
Methods: To measure accuracy, healthy serum was spiked
with respectively 1 and 5 g/L human IgG-kappa monoclonal
antibody daratumumab. To measure precision, five sera
were selected to be repeatedly send to all blinded
EQA-participants.
Results: The reported concentrations for the EQA-sample
spiked with 5 g/L daratumumab ranged from 2.6 to 8.0 g/L
(mean 4.9 g/L, between-laboratory CV = 23%). 98% of the
participants detected and correctly characterized the 1 g/L
daratumumab band. Both the accuracy (mean 1.7 g/L)
and precision (between-laboratory CV = 46%) of this 1 g/L
M-protein was poor. In the five EQA-samples that were
repeatedly send to the same 73 participating laboratories,
between-laboratory precision (mean CV = 25%) was signif-
icantly different than the within-laboratory precision (mean
CV = 12%). Relatively poor precision was observed in sera
with small M-proteins.
Conclusions: The EQA-data reveal a large variation in
reported M-protein concentrations between different
laboratories. In contrast, a satisfactory within-laboratory

precision was observed when the same sample was
repeatedly analyzed. The M-protein concentration is
correlated with both accuracy and precision. These data
indicate that M-protein quantification to monitor patients
is appropriate, when subsequent testing is performed
within the same laboratory.
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Introduction

Monoclonal gammopathies (MGs) are characterized by a
clonal expansion of plasma cells and the excretion of a
monoclonal immunoglobulin (M-protein). MGs encompass
a broad clinical spectrum that ranges from MG of under-
mined significance (MGUS) to life-threatening diseases
such as multiple myeloma and amyloid light chain (AL)
amyloidosis [1, 2].

M-protein detection and quantification plays an
important role in the diagnosis andmanagement of patients
with monoclonal gammopathies [3]. M-protein diagnostics
is most commonly performed using electrophoretic
methods, supplemented with immunoassays for quantifi-
cation and clonality testing [4, 5]. Serum protein electro-
phoresis (SPEP) is often the first test to screen for MG. The
presence of an M-protein is confirmed and further charac-
terized using the more sensitive method of immunofixation
electrophoresis (IFE). Using the SPEP densitogram, the
M-protein concentration is calculated based on the
percentage of the gated M-protein (M-spike) and the total
serum protein concentration.

The procedure of M-protein quantification involves a
manual step of selecting the limits of the M-spike [3]. Even
though large parts of the M-protein analyses are fully
automated, this judgment remains subjective. Variation in
M-protein quantification is thus affected both by methodo-
logical- and inter-operator differences. This hampers accu-
rate and precise M-protein quantification, which is critical
for monitoring disease activity and to assess response to
therapy [6].
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Several groups have studied variation of M-protein
quantification either in clinically stable patients [7–9], or in
sera spiked with human therapeutic monoclonal antibody
[10–12]. It was shown that the concentration of theM-protein,
the migration pattern and the polyclonal antibody back-
ground, all affect the accuracy and precision of M-protein
quantification [7–12]. Depending on the exact nature of the
selected samples, the mean analytical variation of M-protein
quantification within a single institute ranged from CVs of
5.0–8.9%.However, these studies donot provide information
on the level of variation between different centers. Moreover,
the abovementioned studies are prone to give a biased view,
since they are exclusively performed by institutions with
international top-expertise on M-protein diagnostics.

To obtain a realistic impression of the accuracy and
precisionofM-protein quantificationwestudied results of 73
laboratories that participate in the Dutch External Quality
Assessment (EQA) program for M-protein diagnostics.
Participants were not aware that for this study specific
EQA-sera were prepared that were repeatedly send to the
same participants over a period of five years.

Materials and methods

This study was performed in collaboration with the Dutch EQA
Organization for Quality Assessment of Laboratory Diagnostics
(SKML). To assess accuracy, sera containing a known concentration of
γ-migrating M-protein were prepared by spiking 1 and 5 g/L of the
therapeutic monoclonal antibody daratumumab (Darzalex, Janssen
Pharmaceutica) into serum of an individual without a monoclonal
gammopathy and with a normal γ-fraction. All samples were carefully
homogenized prior to aliquoting. To investigate precision we
aliquoted EQA samples of five different patients and shipped these at
room temperature 3–5 times to the same 73 laboratories over a period
of five years. Large-volume sera pools with one M-protein could be
prepared from patients with a monoclonal gammopathy who had a
clinical indication for a plasmapheresis procedure. Each participant
received 1 mL per sample to perform all the M-protein diagnostics on.
Depending on the available sample volume, they were split in 3–5
aliquots, large enough to be shared with all 73 laboratories. Prior to
shipment, these aliquots were stored at −20 °C.

Participants were not aware that the serum EQA-samples were
either spiked with daratumumab or that a specific EQA-sample was
repeatedly send around to the same participant over a period of five
years. A total of 73 laboratories participated in the Dutch M-protein
EQA program. These included both university medical centers (n=8)
and general hospitals. In this study not all 73 participants returned
results on all EQA-samples, for example because they missed the
deadline. Laboratories reported which instrumentation was used and
their results in the online reporting and scoring system named ‘multi-
sample evaluation (MUSE)’ [13]. M-protein concentrations were
rounded to 0.1 g/L. Precision calculations did not take into account if a
participating laboratory switched methods or instrumentation during
the five-year period of this EQA-study. Laboratories received feedback

reports that follow the European Federation of Clinical Chemistry and
Laboratory Medicine (EFLM) consensus.

All samples used in this study were obtained with informed
consent, are coded and anonymized prior to be used in the Dutch EQA
program. This study was performed in accordance with the Helsinki
Declaration and was approved by the authors’ Institutional Review
Board (#2016-2356).

Results

Accuracy

The electrophoretic data of 5 g/L daratumumab spiked into
serum with a normal γ-fraction are shown in Figure 1A. All
67 participating laboratories that returned their results
detected the IgG-kappa monoclonal band. The mean
reported concentration of this EQA samplewas 4.9 g/L. The
black bars in the histogram of Figure 1B show that the
reported M-protein concentrations ranged from 2.6-8 g/L
(CV = 23%). These results were compared to the reported
M-protein concentrations of 16 international top-reference
centers of a normal serum that was similarly spiked with
5 g/L daratumumab (white bars in Figure 1B), as recently
published by Turner et al. [11]. The mean reported con-
centration by these 16 top reference centers was 4.9 g/L,
with concentrations that ranged from 3-6.3 g/L (CV = 21%).

In the EQA-samplewith 1 g/L daratumumab (Figure 1C),
all but one laboratory (98%) were able to detect and
correctly characterize the IgG-kappa M-protein. 24% of the
participants judged that they could not accurately spike this
M-protein and reported a concentration <3 g/L. The
remaining 76% of the participants spiked the monoclonal
band and reported an average M-protein concentration of
1.7 g/L (range 0.1–4.4 g/L, CV = 46%).

Between-laboratory precision

To investigate precision we aliquoted EQA samples of five
different patients ofwhomwehad amplematerial (because
of a clinical indication for a plasmapheresis procedure) to
send around at least three times to the same 73 labora-
tories. The characteristics of these five EQA samples are
provided in Table 1. All five M-proteins migrated in the
γ-fraction of the SPE (Figure 2) and were quantified by the
participating laboratories based on the M-spike.

The between-laboratory CV values in these five EQA
samples ranged from 15.5 to 36.9% (mean CV = 25%), see
Table 1. The highest variation between laboratories was
observed in samples with the smallest M-protein
concentration.
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Within-laboratory precision

In all five EQA samples the within-laboratory variation
(mean CV = 12%) was significantly lower compared to the
variation observed between laboratories (Table 1). Again,
the variation was inversely correlated with the M-protein
concentration. It is important to note that the within-
laboratory CV indicated in Table 1, is the mean variation
within laboratories. On average CV values were well below
the acceptable upper limit of CV = 20% (arbitrary cut-off).
Figure 3 illustrates that within the total group of

laboratories it is possible to differentiate laboratories that
perform excellent with CV values <5% for all five samples.
In contrast, to that, we observed poor performers that have
an average within-laboratory precision CV>30%.

Discussion

Whereas base-line M-protein measurements play a role in
the diagnosis of monoclonal gammopathies [14], serial
M-protein measurements serve to monitor the patient’s
disease progression or response to treatment [6]. Acceptable
accuracy and between-laboratory variation is important to
ensure that the diagnosis made in a certain patient is not
dependent onwhere theM-protein diagnostics is performed.
Acceptable within-laboratory precision is important to
ensure that reportedM-protein changes indeed reflect a true
change in the patient’s pathological state and is not based
on analytical variation.

Despite its clinical importance, there is limited infor-
mation available regarding the accuracy and analytical
variation of M-protein quantification. We hypothesize that
current literature creates an overly optimistic image since
these studies are exclusively performed by institutions with
an international top-reputation on M-protein diagnostics
[10–12]. To obtain a realistic impression of the accuracy and
precisionofM-protein quantificationwe studied results of 73
laboratories that participate in the Dutch EQA program for
M-protein diagnostics.

Figure 1: Detection and accuracy of M-protein
quantification.
(A) Serum protein electrophoresis (SPE),
densitogram and immunofixation
electrophoresis (IFE) clearly identifies the
daratumumab IgG-kappa band (5 g/L). The
M-spike is shown in orange. (B) Histogram
showing the reported M-protein
concentration of the dara-spiked serum (5 g/
L)of the Dutch laboratories that participate in
the EQA program (black bars). As a reference,
the white bars show the reported M-protein
concentrations of 16 international top-
reference centers of a normal serum that was
similarly spiked with 5 g/L daratumumab, as
recently published by Turner et al. [11]. The
gray-shaded area highlights poor performer
laboratories that quantitate the 5 g/L dara-
spike as either <3 g/L or >7 g/L. (C) IFE of
normal EQA-serum that was spikedwith 1 g/L
daratumumab. The IgG-kappa band is faintly
visible at the cathodal end of the γ-fraction.

Table : Precision of M-protein quantification in five EQA-sera.

IDa Number of
participantsb

M-protein Mean
conc.,

g/L

Between-
lab CV,

%c

Within-
lab CV,

%c

#
(×)

 IgG-kappa . . .

#
(×)

 IgG-kappa . . .

#
(×)

 IgG-lambda . . .

#
(×)

 IgM-kappa . . .

#
(×)

 IgM-kappa . . .

aIndicated in brackets is the number of times the EQA sample is
distributed among participants. bA minimum of two analyses per EQA
sample are required to be incorporated in the analyses. cIndicated are
mean CV values.
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Regarding the accuracy of M-protein quantification we
conclude that on average the Dutch laboratories quantitate
the 5 g/LM-protein EQA samplewell. However, the range of
reported concentrations waswide (CV = 23%), among them
several laboratories that strongly underestimated (<3 g/L)
or overestimated (>7 g/L) the true M-protein concentration.
The accuracy further decreased in case the laboratories had
to report on anEQA samplewith 1 g/LM-protein (CV=46%).
These results are very much in line with data presented by
Turner et al., who showed similar accuracy data among 16
top-reference centers [11]. Because of the poor accuracy
observed for the quantification of small M-proteins, we
agree with those laboratories that do not report concentra-
tions of detected M-proteins <2 g/L.

To reach optimal within-laboratory precision over longer
periods of time it is crucial that in each laboratory working
procedures are defined for consistent manual gating of the
M-spike. For reliable serial M-protein monitoring, that pro-
tocol should not change over the years and should be inde-
pendenton theoperator.Onaverage theDutch laboratories in
this study have an acceptable within-laboratory variation
(mean CV = 12%). This within-laboratory precision in the
Dutch laboratories (CV = 12%) is clearly not as good as the
precision reported by centers specialized in M-protein

diagnostics. Depending on the exact nature of the selected
samples, the mean analytical variation of M-protein quanti-
ficationwithin a single institute ranges from CVs of 5.0–8.9%
[10–12]. A possible limitation of this study is that some
laboratories might have switched methods during the five-
yearperiodof this EQA-study.A laboratorymight for example
have changed their peak integration method which impacts
the M-spike [15]. Since we could not correct for such meth-
odological changes in this study, this may have negatively
impacted precision in these laboratories.

The International Myeloma Working Group (IMWG)
Response Criteria are defined by relative changes in the
M-protein concentration [6]. To correctly differentiate a
patient with very good partial response (≥90% reduction in
measurable intact M-protein) from partial response (≥50%),
minimal response (≥25%), and progressive disease (≥25%
increase), it is crucial that the variability in M-protein mea-
surements is small. Especially since patients may receive
therapy in different institutions over the course of their
disease, and the patient’s serum samples may be sent to
different laboratories with different assay methods and
gating practices. The average between-laboratory CV of 25%
presented in this study, emphasizes that it is important that
response assessment should be done with serial M-protein
results obtained in the same laboratory. It also creates
awareness that a small group of laboratories can be defined
as poor performers, their within-laboratory imprecision
(CV > 30%) is insufficient to perform a reliable response
assessments that follows the IMWG guidelines.

To help interpret follow-up of M-protein quantification
outside clinical studies, three independent groups calcu-
lated M-protein reference change values (RCV). RCV can act
as a tool to detect significant changes in a serial laboratory
result, in order to identify a true change in the pathological
state of a patient with an MG. The RCV is based on a
combination of analytical variation andbiological variation.
The M-protein RCV reported by these top-reference groups
range from 25 to 38% [7–9]. In a minority of Dutch labora-
tories harmonized working procedures are clearly not in
place, and within-laboratory CV > 30% were observed. In
practice this means that these poor performers might

Figure 3: Within-laboratory precision.
Histogram showing the averagewithin laboratory precision (CV%) of
M-protein quantification performed in five EQA-samples. The gray-
shaded area highlights poor performer laboratories with an average
CV > 30%.

Figure 2: Immunofixation electrophoresis of the EQA samples.
Each panel shows a representative IFE of the five EQA-sera. EachM-protein is characterized by a single band that migrates in the γ-region. The
exact migration pattern, the concentration of the M-protein and the polyclonal background varies for each EQA-sample.
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quantitate the IgG-kappa M-protein in the first EQA-sample
as 6 g/L and the same EQA-sample in another year as 11 g/L.
In these centers, clinicians might easily misinterpret this
analytical variation as a sign of disease progression.

In our opinion theM-protein EQAprogram can educate
participants to recognize rare M-protein patterns [16], and
assist in the analytical validation of novel M-protein
diagnostics [17]. In addition, it is recommended that an
EQA-sample is independently interpreted by several
operators within the same laboratory. Evaluation of these
cumulative results can further facilitate the harmonization
process of the manual peak integration within the team.

Theoretically M-protein-instability in stored sera could
be a confounding factor in this study. To test for sample
stability during the time that sera were stored at −20 °C, we
calculated the mean reported M-protein concentration of
both the first and last sample of each of the five EQA-sera in
this study. No significant differences were observed
between first-shipped samples and their counterparts that
were stored in the freezer for several years (data not
shown). We also observed no significant differences in
reported results in samples that were sent in summer vs.
other seasons (data not shown). From thiswe conclude that
the M-protein is stable under these storage/shipment-
conditions and variation in M-protein quantification is
solely attributed to analytical variation in the participating
laboratories.

Overall this study illustrates that on a national level
strong differences are observed regarding the accuracy and
precision with which laboratories quantitate M-proteins.
The accuracy of the Dutch laboratories resembles the
accuracy reached by 16 international top-reference centers.
In contrast to that, the average within-laboratory precision
of M-protein quantification in the Dutch laboratories
(CV= 12%) isnot as goodas theprecision reportedby centers
specialized in M-protein diagnostics. Overall, the perfor-
mance of M-protein measurements of laboratories that
participate in national EQA programs are comparable to
those performed by top-expertise laboratories. With excep-
tion of a small group of poor-performing laboratories, our
data indicate that M-protein quantification to monitor
patients over time is appropriate when subsequent testing is
performed within the same laboratory.
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